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RESEARCH STATEMENT AND RESEARCH PROPOSAL  

 

 

This MacCormick fellowship will focus on the comparative study of the constitutional 

implications, in theory and practice, of the 2014 consultative referendum on Scottish 

independence. The research is part of a larger two-year comparative study that includes 

Spain, Italy, Australia and the US. The results of the study will be published in a monograph 

titled Constitutional Law and Regionalism: A Comparative Analysis of Regionalist Negotiations 

(Edward Elgar Publishing: 2016). 

The primary goal of this research is to study the constitutional implications of the 

2014 Scottish referendum. The study is based on two methodological assumptions. First, the 

diverging interpretations of constitutional law at both local and central level are an 

axiological element of any decentralised polity. In other words, it is standard practice that –

 in a decentralised system – individuals, groups and legal cultures relentlessly seek a 

constitutional rendering of universal principles that protect their distinctive cultural and legal 

affinities. Second, a manifestation of the diverging deliberative interpretations of 

constitutional principles can be retrieved from a political interplay that has constitutional 

relevance, between regional and central parliaments.  

Starting from the above assumptions, the research will focus on two areas. First, it 

will propose an analysis of the pre-referendum negotiation phase in terms of what preceded 

the referendum agreement. Second, it will discuss the Scottish post-referendum 

accommodation process. That will include an analysis of the Smith Commission’s activity.  

These two analyses will run in parallel, with the aim of providing an in-depth 

understanding of the dynamic process that distinguishes the Scottish devolution within the 

UK (and its potential effect on Italy and Spain). By integrating constitutional analyses with a 

set of contextual assessments of political demands and their constitutional implications, 

Constitutional Law and Regionalism: Negotiating the Aftermath of the 2014 Referendum aims to 

provide a representation of the distinctive pluralistic dynamics that distinguish the Scottish 

devolution. The research methodology might be perceived as atypical. It combines the 

methods adopted in identity studies (by authors such as A. D. Smith) with constitutional 

analysis. However, this concern is unfounded. There is a strong body of evidence that some 

constitutional analyses of law might produce a richer understanding by integrating legal and 

political methods of investigation. The Edinburgh Law School has been a champion of this 

methodology and has published a series of seminal studies such as Tierney’s Constitutional 

Pluralism and After Public Law (Mac Amhlaigh, Michelon and Walker, Eds.). These types of 

studies acknowledged the divide between the ambling pace of orthodox constitutional 

narratives, perhaps hinting at their internal casuistry, and the axiomatic dynamism of modern 

constitutional law. An analogous interdisciplinary method with which to study Scottish 
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devolution is also adopted by Michael Keating (e.g. The Independence of Scotland: Self-Government 

and the Shifting Politics of Union) and, albeit with a different emphasis, by the UCL Constitution 

Unit (e.g. Constitutional Futures Revisited: Britain’s Constitution to 2020). 

The book chapter that will result from the MacCormick fellowship will be titled ‘The 

Scottish Gambit: Negotiating the aftermath of a secessionist referendum”, it will have the 

specific aim of considering the ‘ripples’ effect that referenda might produce in other 

decentralised systems such as the Italian and Spanish constitutional systems. 

 

Research Background 

As mentioned previously, Law and Regionalism: Negotiating the Aftermath of the 2014 Referendum is 

part of a larger two-year comparative study that includes Spain and Italy, which will be 

published in a monograph [Under contract: Constitutional Law and Regionalism 

Negotiations: A comparative analysis of Regionalist Negotiations. Comparative Law Elgar 

Edward Monographs in Constitutional and Administrative Law series edited by Rosalind 

Dixon (UNSW), Susan Rose-Ackerman (Yale Law School), Mark Tushnet (Harvard Law 

School), Cheltenham, UK.  

During the past two decades, regionalist political parties in Britain, Italy and Spain 

have revived claims on the ethnic ownership of local, regional and state institutions, whilst 

welcoming a European integration process that has weakened European central states. There 

is no direct link between the two processes, however, and depending on the type of 

relationship that existed between the regional and central states, the constitutional effects of 

such ethnic revivals were ‘antagonism or participation’. For instance, in the 1990s, sub-state 

Spanish nationalists had an uneasy relationship with the central state, creating a high level of 

constitutional litigation. However, in the great majority of instances, regionalists negotiated 

with the central government. For instance, Italy and the UK went through progressive 

reforms of their decentralisation policies, which led to an increase in regional legislative 

competences. Italian regions obtained fiscal autonomy, also misnamed as fiscal federalism, 

the Welsh Assembly transformed its administrative power into autonomous legislative 

prerogatives and, this year, the Scottish Government organised a consultative referendum on 

independence. Similar consultative referenda, without constitutional recognition, have been 

held in Catalonia and Venice.  

Although some of these processes have been analysed, there is a gap within the 

political and constitutional evaluation of the Scottish referendum that I believe has hidden 

some of the general implications of having strong regionalist movements in Britain, Italy and 

Spain. For instance, the Oxford Handbook of Local and Regional Democracy (2011) delivers a 

comprehensive analysis of a large number of empirical factors (e.g. voting behaviours) that 

describe the role of regional democracy in Europe. However, its analysis of the European 

states, based on an empirical methodology, acknowledges the constitutional implications of 

regionalism rather than explaining the role of regionalist parties in amending (or changing 
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the interpretation of) the constitution. This MacCormick fellowship aims at integrating the 

political analyses concerning how and why regionalism expanded in the UK with comparative 

constitutional analyses that focus on the constitutional implications of such expansion in 

other legal systems. 


